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Card making (Christmas or interfaith week) during the year will include:

● Can they print using at least four colours?

● Can they create an accurate print design?

Autumn - Were the Dark Ages Dark? (linked to
history)

Spring 1 - Where does my food
go?  (linked to Science)

Spring 2 - Why are people so
fascinated by the Ancient
Egyptians?
(linked to history and computing)

Summer 1/2- Why do people choose to live in these
regions?
(linked to Geography -London/Buckinghamshire, English
-Butterfly Lion  science - habitats)

3D sculpture – Saxon village construction Drawing – still life fruit and
vegetables

Mixed media  Collage-Egyptian
portraits

Digital art  - landscape piece

● Can they create all the colours they need?

● Do they experiment with and combine

materials and processes to design and

make 3D form?

● Can they begin to sculpt clay and other

mouldable materials?

● Can they use early textile and sewing skills

as part of a project?

● Can they combine visual and tactile

qualities?

● Can they combine graphics and text based

on their research?

● Can they effectively self-assess their work

and  the work of others in relation to the

success criteria and original plan?

● Can they begin to give mature and

constructive feedback on discussing each

other's work?

● Can they use shape and

lines to draw a 3D object?

● Can they identify and draw

simple objects, and use

marks and lines to produce

texture?

● Can they organise lines,

tones, shapes and colours

to represent figures and

forms in movement?

● Can they show reflections?

● Can they explain why they

have chosen specific

materials to draw with?

● Can they show reflections?

● Can they explain why they

have chosen specific

materials to draw with?

● Can they begin to give

mature and constructive

● Can they create a piece of art

work which includes the

integration of digital images

they have taken?

● Can they take a good photo of

each other?

● Can they create mood in their

paintings?

● Can they use mosaic to

produce a pattern?

● Can they effectively
self-assess their work and  the
work of others in relation to
the success criteria and
original plan?

● Can they discuss and describe
influential
artists/craftsmaker’s
work/movement to
contextualise their workCan
they begin to give mature and
constructive feedback on
discussing each other's work?

● Can they use their sketch books to express their

feelings about various subjects and to describe their

likes and dislikes?

● Do they use their sketchbooks to adapt and improve

their original ideas?

● Do they keep notes about the purpose of their work

in the sketch books?

● Can they explain art linked to their topic?

● Can they create pieces of artwork which includes the

integration of digital images they have taken?

● Can they combine graphics and text based on their

research?

● Can they experiment with different styles which artists

have used?

● Can they begin to give mature and constructive

feedback on discussing each other's work?
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feedback on discussing each

other's work?

The children will:
Revisit their knowledge of Anglo Saxon village.
Watch Introductory video (weststow.org)
Who were the Anglo-Saxons? - BBC Bitesize
Chn to use a computer program to map out
their Anglo Saxon village
Plan in sketch book what each section will be
made of and the purpose serve
Use recycled and natural material and colours
(no bright colours or plastics)
All children to use clay to construct main
buildings

Final Outcomes:
Anglo Saxon 3D village – made mainly from clay
and recycled materials
Children to present to an audience
- Show some empathy with what life was like

in the time of the Anglo-Saxons

- Be confident in their knowledge of

Anglo-Saxon life through presenting it to

others

The children will:
● Learn more about using

different pencils
● They will draw fruit and

vegetables of their choice
with a focus on the shade,
shadow and reflection.

● They will write notes to
remember in their sketch
books and practise
proportions.

● Final version will be placed
on display.

Final Outcome :
Chn will create still art drawings
of fruit and vegetables for
display

Revisit their work on Egyptian
Gods and goddesses

Study mixed media collages by
Deborah Roberts.
http://www.deborahrobertsart.c
om/collage/13zidqkiatbkdo7zmo
n5a08bpzv26q

Work in pairs to create their own
Egyptian portraits.

Chn learn how to take a decent
photos of each other

Cut and paste onto brown paper.

Chn use markers, pastels, fabrics
to create clothing and color.

Focus on  geometric shapes like
pyramids and triangles and
patterns like stripes that are found
in textiles.

Final Outcomes:
● Children will create their own

mixed media portraits in
Egyptian form.

e children will:
Develop an increasing awareness of different kinds of art,
craft and design.
Learn about an influential digital artist
Create a landscape picture using a painting app.
Load artwork onto an online school digital art space.
Identify the aesthetic pros and cons of digital art

Final Outcomes
Children will create three sunset compositions  based on

their own observations using paint and cut out black
paper to create silhouettes.

● Showcase of three images in an exhibition to parents.

https://www.hamilton-trust.org.uk/topics/upper-key-stage

-2-topics/computational-thinking-and-creativity/art-challe

nge/

https://www.weststow.org/Anglo-Saxon-Village/introductory-video.cfm
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zxsbcdm/articles/zq2m6sg
http://www.deborahrobertsart.com/collage/13zidqkiatbkdo7zmon5a08bpzv26q
http://www.deborahrobertsart.com/collage/13zidqkiatbkdo7zmon5a08bpzv26q
http://www.deborahrobertsart.com/collage/13zidqkiatbkdo7zmon5a08bpzv26q
https://www.hamilton-trust.org.uk/topics/upper-key-stage-2-topics/computational-thinking-and-creativity/art-challenge/
https://www.hamilton-trust.org.uk/topics/upper-key-stage-2-topics/computational-thinking-and-creativity/art-challenge/
https://www.hamilton-trust.org.uk/topics/upper-key-stage-2-topics/computational-thinking-and-creativity/art-challenge/
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● Children will design their

clothing and facial make up in
style of the Egyptians.

Previous Learning
Clay work in year 2 – moulding and pinching etc.
Use of recycled materials
Recap knowledge of Anglo Saxon village life.

Previous Learning
Marking making, tone, blending
from use of pastels and charcoal

Previous Learning
Reflect on Years  1-3 knowledge of
colour theory
( The Colour Wheel)and how to
mix primary, secondary colours to
create the colours they want to
paint with.

Previous Learning
Use of photography last term.
Computing sessions ???

Reflect on colour theory knowledge to help influence
designs decisions, choosing complementary

choices/tones, which would work well
together in your final pattern.

Key Vocabulary
model, sculpting, constructing, lay out,
mapping, scale

ulary
mark making      line    shape
texture  shadow shade
reflection still life

y Vocabulary Deborah Roberts,
mixed media,

yptian    pattern  detail  collage

Key Vocabulary

colour theory    painting app   landscape, software
technology


